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-e study presents the effect of cell wall ductility and toughness on the compressive behaviour of closed-cell Al foams under static
and dynamic loading and localised deformation by indentation. Two kinds of Al alloys including relatively ductile AlSiMg alloy
and high-strength AlZnMg alloy, which comprises a great amount of brittle eutectic domains, were used as matrix materials. Both
kinds of Al foams were fabricated via newly developed melt processing using the CaCO3-foaming agent without Ca additive.
Mechanical behaviour of Al foams under quasi-static compression and indentation was examined and compared with that
performed under dynamic loading using direct impact tests. Characteristic events revealed in deformation patterns of Al foams at
quasi-static compression were also monitored with the CCD camera. Significant differences in stress-strain response and strain
rate sensitivity of Al foams arose from the difference in the microstructure, and hence, ductility and toughness of the cell wall
material were investigated and discussed.

1. Introduction

Closed-cell aluminium foams offer high structural efficiency
of the multifunctional material attractive for engineering
applications where combination of low weight and novel
physical and mechanical properties is required [1, 2]. Ex-
cellent combination of mechanical, acoustic, electrical, and
thermal properties makes Al foam an ideal material for the
usage as lightweight construction in building and housing
for more diversified lifestyle by sound absorbing [3, 4],
electromagnetic shielding [5], thermal insulation [6], fire
protection [7], and blast-induced damage [8] as well as in
transport and particularly, in automotive and aerospace
industries [2, 7] and shipbuilding structures [2, 9, 10]. It is
important that Al foams demonstrate excellent capability to
absorb considerable impact energy by progressive de-
formation at almost constant nominal stress, making them

of growing interest for packaging and utilizing as energy
absorbers and crash barriers [1, 2, 7, 8]. Moreover, Al foams
are efficient in design of weight-sensitive sandwich panels
[11, 12] and crashworthy structures such as integral metal/
ceramic/glass fibre composites used against impact and,
especially, the ballistic one to defend terrestrial and marine
vehicles for which safety at the collision and crash accident
are of increased importance [7, 13]. Attention is paid to the
fact that Al foams as structural components can drastically
reduce the damage caused by explosion and/or blast loading,
as it has been demonstrated by field experiments and nu-
merical studies [14]. In view of this, mechanical response of
laminated composites and sandwich panels with Al foam
core being subjected to impact and blast loading has become
a topic of growing interest. Starting with 2000, a number of
experimental and numerical studies related to the matter of
issue were reported in literature [15–20]. In addition, papers
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related to mechanical response of Al foams subjected to
localized loading by indentation at the different velocities
[21–24] and elevated temperature [25] are considered to be
of special attention. -e results of these studies are very
useful for understanding the damage of Al foam core under
impact by debris resulting from a blast.

Presently, there is a strong motivation for a search of
high-quality foamed material to perform it in the most
favourable design of engineering construction and, partic-
ularly, crashworthy structures. At this point, detailed
knowledge regarding the compressive response of Al foams
subjected to different loading conditions and limits of
foaming processes is important to achieve an efficient bal-
ance between utilization of impact energy and capital/
material cost. Although a variety of alternative foaming
processes were developed last decade [26], the research
concerning compressive response of Al foams is mainly
concentrated on those fabricated by currently employed
production methods. Generally, there are three familiar
methods currently employed for mass production, i.e., gas
injection into a melt with ceramic particles, melt processing,
and powder compact technique [2]. It is noticeable that the
last two processes used in industrial production are usually
performed with TiH2 as the foaming agent. However, each
method is characterized by one or another disadvantages. In
particular, hardly machining of Al foam caused by great
fraction volume of ceramic particles presented in the metal
matrix alloy and high capital cost are indicative of the gas
injection method. Essential economical limitation for melt
processing and powder compact technique arises from
employing costly additives such as titanium hydride (TiH2)
and also granulated Ca as the melt thickening agent. -ese
additives influence significantly the compressive response of
Al foams owing to contamination of the cell wall material by
undesirable low ductile and brittle side products formed in
the course of the foaming process [27, 28]. From this point of
view, applications of cheap calcium carbonate (CaCO3) as
the alternative foaming agent [29] offers indisputable ad-
vantages compared to currently employed titanium hydride
(TiH2). Unfortunately, the efforts intended to the develop-
ment and improvement of the processing routes with cal-
cium carbonate (CaCO3) are few in number [30–34].

During the last decades, mechanical response of Al
foams under static and dynamic compression has been in
focus of many researches employed in scientific and engi-
neering applications. In particular, mechanical behaviour
and properties of Al foams subjected to static loading and
performed by different foaming methods and techniques
have been summarized in [35], while experimental analysis
of deformation mechanisms in closed-cell Al foams of
different compositions was done in [36, 37]. In addition,
effect of the cell wall microstructure on the deformation and
fracture of Al foams fabricated in line with melt processing
Alporas-like route with different foaming agents was re-
ported in [21, 27]. Some information related to the effect of
radial constraint loading that is crucial for designing the
components filled by Al foam is currently available [38].
Difference in quasi-static and dynamic compressive prop-
erties of closed-cell Al foams was reported and specified

although the efforts were mainly concentrated on those
performed by currently employed forming methods men-
tioned above. High strain rate compressive behaviour of Al
foam was comprehensively investigated in [39, 40] and also
evaluated in [41]. -e results of dynamic and quasi-static
compression tests were also reported in [42, 43]. Moreover,
response of closed-cell Al foam under static and impact
loading was compared and analyzed in the experimental
investigations [44, 45] and numerical studies [46, 47]. In
addition, mechanisms of cell collapse of the composites
based on the Al alloy foam under static and dynamic loading
conditions were presented in [48].

As to the matter at this issue, the important point is
whether Al foams demonstrate strain rate sensitivity. -is is
especially essential since current misinterpretations may
lead to improper designing of the crashworthy structures
with Al foam core. Currently available experimental results
related to strain rate sensitivity of the closed-cell Al foams
and performed by different foaming methods and tech-
niques are listed in Table 1.

By comparing the collected results, it could be assumed
that the reason of a different strain rate sensitivity of Al
foams in not completely clear. -e results reported in lit-
erature are controversial to some extension and even con-
flicting in many cases. Indeed, it is not easy to give a
universal explanation for strain rate sensitivity of Al foams
since they are usually performed by different manufacturing
processes. Actually, nonhomogeneous distribution of den-
sity throughout the foamed material [37, 61], cell mor-
phology (size and shape) [62, 63], cell wall geometry [64],
and imperfection of the cellular structure [65] as well as
different strengths of the matrix alloy, which is additionally
affected by the dispersed particles such as Al2O3, CaO, SiC,
CaTiAl, and Al3Ti [54, 66], can lead to some uncertainty in
reliable determination of the mechanical response for dif-
ferent kinds of Al foams. -erefore, misunderstanding the
experimental findings done in the different studies might be
greatly caused by the differences in the cellular structure and,
hence, micromechanism of deformation of Al foams.
Moreover, dynamic response of Al foam is also affected by
apparatus arrangement and test conditions, as evidenced
from Table 1. Standard split Hopkinson pressure bars
(SHPB) or direct impact tests are usually employed for
dynamic tests. However, the standard split Hopkinson
pressure bar (SHPB) test method is presently considered to
be weakly adequate under dynamical loading since re-
quirements concerning homogeneous deformation cannot
be perfectly ensured [46]. -is also might result in mis-
understanding the experimental findings determined by
using SHPB set up.-erefore, improved test methods named
direct-impact Hopkinson pressure bar (DHPB) and direct
tension-compression Hopkinson bar (DTCHB) have been
recently designed and used in the experiments [54, 60]. In
addition, differences in rate sensitivity of Al foams are
presently ascribed to the influence of two phenomena,
i.e., strain rate dependence and microinertial effects. -e
origin of the above phenomena was found to be dependent
on the impact velocity. -ree deformation modes corre-
sponding to different velocities were originally found and
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specified by the experimental investigations [44] and nu-
merical calculations [46]. -ese deformation modes were
further experimentally confirmed and illustrated by images
[54, 60]. However, the above approach cannot entirely ex-
plain the lack of strong strain rate dependence observed in
some Al foams, listed in Table 1. -us, despite continuous
efforts, the problem related to strain rate sensitivity of Al
foams remains open to question, and thus, accumulation of
more experimental results is desirable as it was pointed out
in [46]. Of importance is that the closed-cell Al foams which
demonstrated independence of strain rate the same as open-
cell Al foam [39, 57] were processed either with matrix Al-Si
alloys comprising brittle silicon eutectic domains or with
adding great amount of brittle SiC particles being typically
used in the gas injection method, as evidenced from Table 1.

-erefore, besides the others factors, differences in
micromechanisms of deformation associated with mecha-
nisms of cell collapse, which are associated with the mi-
crostructure of the matrix alloy and, hence, cell wall
ductility, and toughness, is thought to be helpful to resolve
this problem. As to the matter at this issue, investigation of
strain rate sensitivity of Al foams based on alloys of different
compositions and performed with the alternative foaming
agent such as CaCO3 could be useful. Unfortunately, no
evidence concerning dynamic response and localized de-
formation by indentation of these kinds of Al foams was
previously published.

-e effort of the present study is to illuminate the effect
of cell wall ductility and toughness on the compressive
behaviour of closed-cell Al foams under static and dynamic

Table 1: Strain rate sensitivity of closed-cell Al foams.

Foam
supplier

Processing
method

Matrix alloy and
processing additives

Relative density (ρ/ρs)1

(cell size, mm)
Test method: strain

rate (s−1) Sensitivity References

Alporas™ Melt route Al
Ca +TiH2

0.10 (4.5) Direct impact, 10−5–101 Sensitive [24]

Alporas™ Melt route Al
Ca +TiH2

0.07/0.15 (∼2–7) SHPB2, 102−103 Sensitive [40]

Alporas™ Melt route Al
Ca +TiH2

0.1 (2.6) SHPB2, 10−3 –9×102 Sensitive [41]

Alporas™ Melt route Al
Ca +TiH2

0.08–0.10 (4-5) Compression 10−5–10−1 Sensitive [49]

Alporas™ Melt route Al
Ca +TiH2

0.10 (2.6) SHPB2, 10−3–103 Sensitive [50]

Alporas™ Melt route Al
Ca +TiH2

0.08 (∼3.0) SHPB2, 10−3–103 Sensitive [51, 52]

Alporas™ Melt route Al
Ca +TiH2

0.06–0.25 (4.5) SHPB2, drop weight
impact, 10−3–103 Sensitive [53]

MCM∗ Melt route
Al-4.82Ni-3.06Mg-7.19

others
TiH2

0.12 (3) DHPB3, 10−3–103 Sensitive [54]

Alporas™ Melt route Al-7Zn-0.5Mg
Ca +TiH2

0.06 (3.0–4.5) SHPB2, 10−3–102 Insensitive [55]

Alporas™ Melt route Al-7Zn-0.5Mg
Ca +TiH2

0.06 (3.0–4.5) Drop weight impact,
10−3–102 Insensitive [56]

Alporas™ Melt route
Al-5Zn-1Mg; Al-7Zn-

0.5Mg
Ca +TiH2

0.06–0.16 (2.4–3.7) Drop weight impact,
10−3–102 Insensitive [57]

Alulight™ Powder
technique

Al-0.6Mg-0.3Si
TiH2

0.16–0.40 (∼1) SHPB2, direct impact,
10−3–103 Insensitive [39]

IFAM Powder
technique

Al-0.6Mg-0.3Si
TiH2

0.23 (5) SHPB2, DHPB3 Sensitive [58]

Shunk™ Powder
technique

Al-7Si
TiH2

0.07–0.24 (1.08–2.82) Drop weight, 10−3–102 Sensitive [59]

IFAM Powder
technique

Al-7Si
TiH2

0.27–0.40 (4/14) DTCHB4, 10−3–6×102 Slightly sensitive/
Insensitive [60]

Alulight™ Powder
technique

Al-12Si-0.6Mg
TiH2

0.13–0.20 (4.5) Drop weight impact Slightly sensitive [43]

Hydro/
Cymat™

Gas
injection

Al-(7–9)Si-(0.5–1)Mg
SiC 0.04–0.19 (4/14) SHPB2, 102–104, direct

impact, 103–105
Insensitive/
Sensitive [44]

Cymat™ Gas
injection

Al
SiC 0.09 (8) SHPB2, DHPB3 Insensitive [58]

Cymat™ Gas
injection

Al
SiC 0.10–0.24 (3.37–4.37) Drop weight, 10−3–102 Insensitive [59]

∗Osenter Metal Composite Materials Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China; 1ρ and ρs corresponded to the density of foams and solids, respectively; 2split Hopkinson
pressure bar (SHPB); 3direct-impact Hopkinson pressure bar (DHPB); 4direct tension-compression Hopkinson bar (DTCHB).
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loading. For the purpose above, two kinds of closed-cell
foams based on Al alloys having different relevant properties
were fabricated by the melt process with CaCO3 as the
foaming agent and no admixture of Ca to prevent con-
tamination of the cell wall material by undesirable side
products. Attention is primary paid to the stress-strain re-
sponse including rate hardening and strain rate sensitivity of
these Al foams subjected to quasi-static and dynamic loading
as well as to localised deformation by indentation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Two kinds of closed-cell Al foams denoted
here as F1 and F2 of compositions listed in Table 2 were used
in the experiments. Foam F1 was processed with relatively
ductile AlSiMg alloy (similar to 6061 alloy), whereas the
high-strength AlZnMg alloy (similar to 7075 alloy) com-
prising great amount of brittle redundant phases was
employed to produce foam F2. -e density of the matrix
alloys of F1 and F2 foams was 2.7 g/cm3 and 2.8 g/cm3,
respectively.

Both kinds of Al foams were fabricated via modifiedmelt
processing similar to the Alporas route in which calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) without Ca additive was used to prevent
contamination of the cell wall material by additional and
undesirable side products [32]. According to the developed
process, thickening the melt was ensured by prolongation of
Al-melt stirring up to 30min under ambient atmosphere.
Temperature/time history of the foaming process was
employed taking into consideration the melting points of
matrix alloys [31]. Foamed blocks of 90mm in diameter and
180mm in height were fabricated using laboratory facility,
and then samples for structural characterization and me-
chanical tests were cut by using the electrodischarge
machine.

In addition, samples of solid alloys compositionally
corresponding to those of the cell wall materials for studied
Al foams were fabricated by casting the stirred melt. Not less
than three samples of the solid alloys were machined to use
them for the conventional compression tests. Approximated
values of yield strength, σs, of solids are listed in Table 2.

2.2. Structural Characterization. Both Al foams were char-
acterized by relative density ρ/ρs (where ρ and ρs correspond
to the density of foam and solids, respectively), cell mor-
phology (cell shape and size), and cell wall microstructure.
Relative density, ρ/ρs, of Al foam samples was measured by
weighing a sample of known volume and listed in Table 2.
Image analyzer equipped by software (SEO-SCAN Color,
Sumy, Ukraine) was used to investigate the morphology of
the cells. Mean cell size was determined by the data aver-
aging over the surface area of SEM images about 250mm2.
Microstructure examination of Al foams and solid materials
used as matrix alloys was done using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) in both secondary and backscattered
modes. Material elementary composition was studied using
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and electron
probe microanalysis (EPMA).

2.3. Mechanical Testing. Two types of specimens were ma-
chined from the blocks of Al foams. Small prismatic speci-
mens with dimensions 20× 20× 30mm3 were used to
investigate mechanical behaviour of Al foams under quasi-
static compression according to ISO 13314 : 2011. In line with
this, dimensions of the specimens in the each of three di-
rections were ten timesmore than the cell size to avoid the size
effect. From three to five specimens of each kind of foamwere
generally tested to verify reproducibility of the results prior to
the choice of typical stress-strain curves for presentation.
Following the standardized procedure related to compressive
tests, foam samples were inserted between two rigid parallel
platens lubricated with antifriction spray, as shown in
Figure 1(a). Compression tests were performed using the
servo hydraulic testing machine of 20 kN under displacement
control with a crosshead speed of 1.42mm/min and 18mm/
min corresponded to the strain rate of 0.79×10−3 s−1 and
1× 10−2, respectively. In addition, strain distribution in Al
foam samples under compression at the strain rate of
1× 10−2 s−1 was monitored with the CCD camera.

In the experiments related to strain rate dependence, not
less than three foamed samples were subjected to uniaxial
compression by using the Instron 8802 testing machine
(UK) under displacement control with a crosshead speed of
0.18mm/min, 1.8mm/min, 18mm/min, and 180mm/min
to provide strain rates ranging from 10−4 s−1 to 10−1 s−1.

Cylindrical foamed blocks of 90mm in diameter and
60mm in height were used in axisymmetric indentation tests
to investigate mechanical behaviour of foams under local-
ised loading. Steel spherical-end punch of 32mm in di-
ameter was fixed to the crosshead of the Instron 8802 testing
machine (UK) to the cover indentation area of ∼20 cells and,
hence, represent average response of the foam, as shown in
Figure 1(b). -e indenter was lubricated by the PTFE spray
to minimize the effect of friction. Again, not less than three
foamed blocks were tested under a displacement speed of
0.015mm/s corresponding to a strain rate of 10−3 s−1.

Finally, in line with the standardized recommendations,
a set of mechanical parameters was determined by using
stress-strain curves for Al foams. Attention was paid to
determination of plateau stress, σpl, energy absorption, W,
and energy absorption efficiency, Wef.

Following the term introduced by ISO 13314 : 2011 for
plateau stress, σpl, it was determined as the arithmetical
mean of the stresses at 0.1% strain intervals between 20% and
30% compressive strain, while the strain at the densification
εd was defined as 1.3 times the plateau stress, σpl,
i.e., σ � 1.3× σpl. Energy absorption,W, was calculated as the
area under the stress-strain curve up to the end of plateau
regime Wpl, at the densification strain, εd, while that up to
50% strain, W50, was also calculated. Energy absorption
efficiency, Wef, both at the end of the plateau regime, Wefpl,
and at the 50% strain, Wef50, was calculated in line with
standardized recommendations as follows:

Wef �
W

ε0 × σmax
× 104, (1)

where W is the energy absorption per unit volume (MJ/m3),
Wef is the energy absorption efficiency (%), ε0 is the upper
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limit of the compressive strain of interest (%), and σmax is the
compressive stress within the strain range and the magni-
tude of the strain range of interest (N/mm2).

Dynamic response of the Al foams was studied in course
of direct impact tests using high-pressure air gun. Schematic
presentation of arrangement for the impact test is shown in
Figure 2.

In the developed arrangement of the direct impact test,
flat tipped projectile (1) in form of a hollow cup of 85mm in
diameter and the mass roughly about 0.5 kg was fired
through the gun barrel (2) onto the surface of the Al foam
specimen (3) mounted on the distal aluminium backing
plate (4). Signal associated with the impact pressure was
recorded by a pressure gauge (5) fixed between two rigid
platens (6) onto the distal plate and transmitted to a
computer. -is is in contrast to the currently accepted direct
impact test, which provides for the fire of the foam specimen
forced by amass within the gun barrel onto the distal flat end
equipped by the control system [39, 44].

In the present study, specimens of 85mm in diameter
and 15mm were subjected to impact under intermediate
velocities ranging from 25 to 60m/s although the developed
technique was generally capable to give a striking velocity up
to 450m·s−1, resulting in sufficiently high kinetic energy.
Striking velocity, Vo, is provided by adjusting the pressure of
air gun and recorded by the in-cycle measuring sensor. Not
less than three specimens of the each kind of foam were
subjected to impact under given striking velocity, Vo.

Postimpact deformation, ε, of Al foam was determined
by simply measuring the specimen height before and after
impact, while averaged compressive pressure P associated
with compressive stress σ at the given strain, ε, was detected

by the pressure gauge. Other relevant impact characteristics
were calculated on the basis of fundamental law of energy
conservation and principle of pulse balance. In particular,
energy absorption per unit volume,W, was calculated in line
with the commonly accepted procedure by integration of the
load-displacing relation as follows:

W � 
ε

0
P(ε) dε � 

ε

0
σ(ε) dε. (2)

Elapsed time after impact, t, was estimated taking into
consideration striking velocity, Vo, and residual velocity, Vr,
defined as that just at the impact of the Al foam sample
attached to the distal plate. Detailed description of the test
method procedure and relationships can be found in [67].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Material Characterization. Both kinds of Al foams
demonstrate rather a uniform cellular structure over foamed

(a) (b)

Figure 1: General view of the samples used in (a) compression and (b) indentation tests.

6

54 3

21

Impact

Figure 2: Schematic presentation of arrangement for the impact
test. (1) Projectile; (2) air gun barrel; (3) Al foam specimen; (4)
backing plate; (5) pressure gauge; (6) two rigid platens.

Table 2: Characteristics for Al foams and solids.

Foam code Matrix alloy (wt.%) Relative density (ρ/ρs)1 Solid yield strength, σys (MPa)
F1 Al-1Mg-0.6Si-0.28Cu-0.2Cr 0.16–0.35 185± 5
F2 Al-6.0Zn-2.3Mg-1.7Cu-0.11Mn-0.18Cr 0.18–0.41 252± 4
1ρ and ρs correspond to the density of foams and solids, respectively.
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blocks and have closed cells of almost spherical shape [30].
Cells of mean size of 1.5mm (standard deviation± 0.5mm)
are found to be typical for both kinds of Al foams. As it is
shown in Figure 3, the microstructure of the cell wall ma-
terials for studied Al foams F1 and F2 is rather similar to that
indicative of the matrix alloys.

In particular, thin eutectic domains compositionally
corresponding to either E{α-Al + S(Al2CuMg)-phase} (light
grey) or E(α-Al +Mg2Si) (black) are revealed in both matrix
AlSiMg alloy and the cell wall material of F1 foam, as can be
seen in Figures 3(a) and 3(c). As it is shown in Figures 3(b)
and 3(c), the interdendritic network of course eutectic
domains compositionally corresponding to brittle re-
dundant phases such as the mixture of T(Al2Mg3Zn3) (dark
grey) and isomorphic T(Al6CuMg4) (light grey) as well as
M(AlCuMgZn) and S(CuMgAl2) (both white) are revealed
in the microstructure of matrix AlZnMg-alloy the same as
those visible in the cell wall material of Al foam F2. It is
noticeable that significant segregation is typical both for cast
matrix alloys and for as-received Al foams.

3.2. Compressive Response of Al Foams. Figure 4 shows
stress-strain curves for F1 and F2 foams of comparable
relative density ρ/ρs ∼ 0.28, both performed under a strain
rate of 10−2 s−1.

It can be seen that the above Al foams demonstrate
deformation patterns rather similar to those observed for
closed-cell Al foams under quasi-static compression
[1, 5, 21, 22]. Significant difference in compressive behaviour
of Al foams is revealed within the plateau regime. In par-
ticular, Al foam F1 deforms almost smoothly and demon-
strates only a few number of minor hardening/softening
sequences superimposed upon an increasing plateau stress
level that is typical for plastic buckling [22, 35]. As opposed
to this Al foam, F2 demonstrates strong oscillations of
plateau stress, which is usually associated with brittle failure
of the cell walls [21, 27, 37]. In fact, high fraction volume of
coarse and brittle redundant phases impairs cell wall duc-
tility and toughness of Al foam F2. Brittle fracture of the cell
walls by cracking lengthways brittle eutectic domains of
redundant phases was clearly shown in SEM images of the
AlZnMg foam [3, 27]. -us, it can be resumed that com-
pressive behaviour of Al foam F1 is mainly controlled by
plastic buckling of the cell walls, whereas the brittle failure
mode contributes significantly in the mechanical response of
Al foam F2. Because of this hardening rate for Al foam F1 is
faster than that for Al foam F2, as can be seen in Figure 4. In
relatively ductile Al foam F1, tensile membrane stress being
originated under the pressure of entrapped gas leads to
stretching of cell faces and, as consequence, causes the
plateau stress to rise up [1]. In Al foam F2, the above effect is
much weaker since brittle failure of the cell walls favours cell
connection and, as a consequence, decrease of entrapped gas
pressure and, thus, hardening rate. As a result, extension of
the plateau regime of Al foam F2 becomes much longer than
that of Al foam F1 although both kinds of Al foams com-
mence to densify at the same stress, as can be seen in
Figure 4(a). -erefore, capability to absorb energy of Al

foam F2 is much higher compared to that of Al foam F1.-e
validity of this argumentation can be justified experimentally
by comparison of energy absorption,Wpl, for two kinds of Al
foams (F1 and F2). -e results of the test show that energy
absorption, Wpl, at the end of the plateau regime, εd, of Al
foam F2 superiors to that for Al foam F1, as evidenced from
Figure 4(b) and Table 3.

Energy absorption, W, for both kinds of Al foams be-
comes very close when compressive strain, ε, reaches 50%
although its efficiency,Wef, was found to be different. Energy
absorption efficiency, Wef, was determined when com-
pressive strain reaches either 50% or the strain value at the
plateau end, εd. -e results show that energy absorption
efficiency,Wefpl, at the end of the plateau regime of Al foam
F2 was believed to be roughly about 75% while that of Al
foam F1 is smaller almost by 12%. Again, parameter Wef50
calculated at the compressive strain of 50% of Al foam F2 is
roughly about 85% while that of Al foam F1 is found to be
only 54%. -is could be explained by the fact that, at the
compressive strain of 50%, Al foam F1 deforms within the
densification regime, while Al foam F2 densifies by cell
collapse typical for the plateau regime.

Figure 5 shows specific events for compressive behaviour
of studied Al foams, which were detected by monitoring the
samples with CCD camera in the quasi-static regime.

It can be seen that nonuniform deformation is symp-
tomatic for both kinds of Al foams (F1 and F2) although it is
more evident for Al foam F2. When Al foams are subjected
to compression, strain tends to be localized within a narrow
crush band and generates buckling of cell walls and
stretching of cell faces [22], remaining intact adjacent re-
gions of the cells. With increasing nominal strain, the
number of crush bands increases. When Al foams are
subjected to compression, strain tends to be localized within
a narrow crush band and favours either buckling of cell walls
or brittle fracture of the cells [21, 22, 37], remaining intact
adjacent regions of the cells. As deformation progresses, the
number of crush bands increases. Crushing originally ini-
tiated in a single band proceeds by jump from one layer to
the other, covering subjacent areas of material. In addition,
localized crush shear bands are formed at a particular
nominal strain, resulting in oscillations of plateau stress.
Crushing of the cells for both kinds of Al foams (F1 and F2)
is accompanied by side sliding that intensifies as nominal
strain increases. A noticeable difference is that the lateral
spreading of the yield surface of Al foam F1 is much smaller
than that of Al foam F2. In addition, cooperative collapse
results in formation of an inclined crush “shear” and ap-
proximately horizontal zone of localised deformation when
compressive strain exceeds the value of ε≥ 0.3. When
straining Al foam F2, some cell wall fragments are ejected
from sample boundary, indicative of local brittle fracture.

It is useful to process stress-strain curves for above kinds
of Al foams (F1 and F2) taking into consideration the true
stress determined in line with Deshpande and Fleck ap-
proach [68]. Figure 4(a) shows additional curves presented
by true stress vs. nominal strain being determined with
regard to this approach. With this purpose true stress was
constructed with consideration for actual cross section
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Table 3: Summary of mechanical parameters for Al foams under compression.

Foam code σpl (MPa) σd (MPa) εd (%) Wpl (MJ/m3) W50% (MJ/m3) Wefpl (%) Wef50 (%)
F1 21.27 27.66 38 7.00 11.05 66.60 54.17
F2 21.74 28.26 57 12.15 10.40 75.43 84.90

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: (a, b) SEM micrographs of matrix alloys AlSiMg and AlZnMg, respectively; (c, d) cell wall materials of F1 and F2 foams.
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resulting from lateral spreading of the yield surface for Al
foams (F1, F2) and recorded by the CCD camera, as shown
in Figure 5. Indeed, this approach gives the values of true
stress smaller than those of nominal one. Again, essential
differences are revealed in compressive behaviour for F1 and
F2 foams. True stress of Al foam F1 gradually increases with
the increasing nominal strain within the plateau region, as
can be seen in Figure 4(a). As opposed to this true stress, for
Al foam, F2 remains at almost a constant level up to the
nominal strain of ε≈ 0.20 upon which its value falls down
with the increasing strain within the plateau regime and then
oscillates almost at the constant level. -us, the results show
that compressive behaviour of Al foams is strongly de-
pendent on the ductility and toughness of the cell wall
material.

Actually, strength degradation of Al foam F1 resulted
from plastic crushing of relatively ductile cell wall material
and takes place at the nominal strain of about ε≈ 0.45.
Unlike the above cell wall, fracture of Al foam F2 occurs at

smaller by twice nominal strain due to great fraction volume
of brittle redundant phases contained by the matrix material,
as can be seen in Figure 4(a).

Crucial role of the cell wall ductility and damage be-
haviour in mechanical performance of the cellular structure
in compressive response of F1 and F2 foams becomes es-
pecially evident taking into consideration the correlation of
plateau strength, σpl, vs. relative density, ρ/ρs. -e latter is
usually presented as follows [35]:

σpl
σys

� C3
ρ
ρs

 

n

+ C3′
ρ
ρs

 , (3)

where σys is the solid yield strength, n � 1.5/2.0 is the power
index, the constant C3 related to cell geometry is roughly
about 3 for a wide range of foams, and constant C3′ related to
yielding of stretched cell faces is about 0.44 according to
finite element analysis [64] while it possesses zero value for
open-cell foams.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 5: Microphotographs of (a)–(c) Al foam F1 and (d)–(f) Al foam F2, both deformed under the strain rate of _ε � 10−2s−1 to different
nominal strains: (a) and (d) ε� 0.05; (b) and (e) ε� 0.2; (c) and (f) ε� 0.3.
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Attention is paid to the difference in the interpretation of
the compressive behaviour for Al foams by application of the
theoretical models [35]. -e approach used in this present
study is the same as in the previous publications [27, 28].
However, plateau stress, σpl, was determined between 20%
and 30% strains as it was recommended by ISO 13314 : 2011
although yield stress, σy, at the general yielding and plateau
stress up to densification, σpl, were employed as input data in
[27, 28]. In addition, approximate values of solid yield
strength, which are listed in Table 2, were determined by the
conventional compression tests of as-cast matrix alloys in
contrast with those performed by conventional tensile tests
after a different final heat treatment [27, 28].

Figure 6 shows relative compression strength, σpl/σys, for
two kinds of Al foams plotted along the lines representing
equation (3). It can be seen that a behaviour of two kinds of
Al foams (F1 and F2) deviates from theoretical prediction for
closed-cell foams, shifting toward the line prescribed by
theory for open-cell foams. -is deviation increases as
relative density, ρ/ρs, and, hence, cell wall thickness de-
creases. In any way, the data for plateau stress, σpl/σys, of Al
foam F2 shifts downwards stronger compared to those of Al
foam F1. -us, the results obtained in the present study
confirm once more time that cell collapse in Al foam F1 is
mainly controlled by cell walls buckling while the brittle
failure mode contributes greatly in the cell collapse of Al
foam F2, resulting in crushing deformation bands in brittle
manner. Because of this lateral spreading of the yield surface
for Al foam F1 is quite limited, whereas it is much pro-
nounced for Al foam F2, as evidenced from Figure 5.

3.3. Quasi-Static Indentation Response of Al Foams.
Figure 7 shows indentation response for two kinds of Al
foams (F1 and F2) of comparable relative density, both
performed under a strain rate of 10−3 s−1.

Indentation stress vs. nominal strain was constructed
with regard to the actual contact area until it becomes equal
to the diameter of the spherical indenter. Significant dif-
ference of indentation response of Al foam F1 and that of Al
foam F2 are visible over the entire displacement regime.
-ese differences correlate well with those revealed for
mechanical behaviour of F1 and F2 foams under uniaxial
compression. In particular, Al foam F1 demonstrates almost
the smooth stress curve and extremely high hardening rate
when continuously increasing the crushed zone of densifi-
cation underneath the indenter offers resistance for its
penetration as it can be seen in Figure 8(a).

As opposed to this, Al foam F2 exhibits high level of
stress strongly oscillating within the long deformation
plateau regime. Another characteristic feature concerns the
deformed zone underneath the indenter. Observation of
deformation morphology in the sectioned specimens of Al
foam F2 show tear cracking that extends ahead of the in-
denter, as it is clearly seen in Figure 8(b). In addition,
densification strain, εd, at the end of plateau regime for Al
foam F1 is limited to roughly about 30%, whereas those for
Al foam F2 is about 50%, as shown in Figure 7.-is is also in
good correspondence with the results revealed in quasi-static

tests under compression which are presented in Figure 4.
-us, the results of quasi-static indentation validate also an
important effect of localized brittle failure on the mechanism
of cells collapse and, hence, on themechanical response of Al
foam.

3.4. Impact Response and Strain Rate Sensitivity of Al Foams.
Mechanical response of two kinds of Al foams (F1 and F2)
compressed under loading with the strain rate ranging from
10−4 to 10−1 s−1 was compared to that recorded under direct
impact with strain rate as high as 103 s−1. In particular, the
results of direct impact performed at the striking velocity of
about Vo � 43m·s−1 were employed to estimate strain rate
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Figure 6: Relative compressive strength, σpl/σys, plotted against
relative density, ρ/ρs, for two kinds of Al foams.
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sensitivity of the studied Al foams of comparable relative
density, ρ/ρs. Samples of Al foam F1 with ρ/ρs∼ 0.26 and Al
foam F2 with ρ/ρs∼ 0.24 were subjected to the impact. It is
noticeable that postimpact deformation was found to be
different for F1 and F2 foams. Specimens of Al foam F1 were
deformed to the strain of ε� 0.17, while those of Al foam F2
were compressed to the strain of about ε� 0.30.

For that reason, values of the strength, σ, and, hence,
energy absorption, W, measured at the direct impact were
thought to be reasonably compared with those exhibited by
Al foams at the equivalent compressive strains under quasi-
static loading. In terms of the above approach, variation of
strength, σ, and energy absorption, W, for studied Al foams
with the increasing strain rate from 10−4 to 103 s−1 is shown
in Figure 9.

It can be seen that Al foam F1 based on the relatively
ductile matrix alloy demonstrates bilinear increase of
strength and, hence, energy absorption with the increasing
strain rate from 10−4 to 103 s−1. -ese parameters increase
relatively slowly as the strain rate increases up to 10−1 s−1 and
then rise steeply at a higher strain rate. -ese results are in
good agreement with those published previously for Al
foams with trade mark “Alporas” [24, 49, 50]. Generally,
rate-sensitive response is generally attributed to microinertia
effects. According to the theoretical consideration proposed
by Klintworth and Stronge [69], microinertia has very little
effect at low strain rates when the micromechanism of
deformation is dominated by cell wall buckling. Microinertia
effect becomes significant at high strain rates since buckling
is suppressed by the inertia of the cell walls. -is micro-
inertia results in enhancement of the plastic strength and
tends to disperse strain localization. Based on the above
concept, it can be thought that the microinertial effect is the
reason of bilinearity observed for Al foam F1 whose cell walls
are relatively ductile for buckling.

In contrast to this, Al foam F2 based on high-strength
and brittle matrix alloy exhibits slight increasing both in the
strength and energy absorption, suggesting negligible strain
rate sensitivity, as shown in Figure 9. It is noticeable that the
same weak sensitivity to strain rate of closed-cell foams
based on high-strength alloys of chemical compositions Al-
5Zn-1Mg and Al-7Zn-0.5Mg, both performed via the
Alporas route and processed with TiH2 and Ca additive, was

previously reported in [55–57]. Of importance is that the
weak sensitivity of the above foams was found to be caused
by brittle fracture of their cell wall material. Attention is paid
to the fact that both kinds of studied Al foams (F1 and F2)
display almost the same energy absorption ability at the
strain rate as high as 103 s−1 although the strength, σ, of the
Al foam F1 much superiors to that of Al foam F2. In ad-
dition, elapsed time, t, of Al foam F2 was found to be much
longer than that of Al foam F1, i.e., 2.64×10−4 s and
1.57×10−4 s, respectively. From the standpoint of damage
tolerance, this is an indisputable advantage of Al foam F2
compared to Al foam F1. -us, the results of the study show
that optimization of ductility and toughness of the cell walls
of Al foams is essentially important for controlling their
strain rate sensitivity.

4. Conclusions

Significant effect of cell wall ductility on the compressive
response of closed-cell Al foams subjected to static and
dynamic loading conditions over the wide range of strain
rate from 10−4 to 103 s−1 was found and experimentally
validated.

Compressive behaviour and indentation response of
AlSiMg foam was found to be mainly controlled by plastic
buckling of the cell walls, whereas contribution of the brittle
failure mode in cell collapse and, hence, in macroscopic
mechanical response was believed to be inherent for
AlZnMg foam. Characteristic features of compressive re-
sponse of the studied Al foams resulting from the different
mechanism of cell collapse were pointed out and sum-
marised in the following manner.

In uniaxial compression and indentation tests, AlSiMg
foam demonstrates almost smooth deformation patterns
while strong oscillation of plateau stress is typical for
AlZnMg foam. In addition, lateral spreading of the yield
surface of AlSiMg foam is much smaller than that of
AlZnMg foam as it was recognized by samples monitoring
with CCD camera during quasi-static compression. In the
indentation tests, the crushed zone of the compacted ma-
terial underneath the indenter offers resistance for its
penetration in AlSiMg foam while tear cracking ahead of the
indenter favours easy localized deformation.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Cross-sectional view of indentations showing the deformed zone underneath the indenter: (a) Al foam F1; (b) Al foam F2.
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Of importance is the fact that contribution of the brittle
failure mode in the cell collapse of AlZnMg foam favours the
plateau regime to be much longer compared to that of
AlSiMg foam. As a result, AlZnMg foam discloses grater
energy absorption ability than AlSiMg foam.

Negligible strain rate sensitivity was found to be in-
dicative of AlZnMg foam in contrast to strain sensitive
response of AlSiMg foam. Variation of dynamic stress, σ,
and energy absorption,W, detected for AlSiMg foam follows
bilinear functional dependence with transition to steep
growth at a nominal strain rate of 10−1 s−1 that is typical for
rate response controlled by microinertial effects.

-e results of this study highlight crucial role of cell wall
ductility and toughness in terms of their effect on com-
pressive response and strain rate sensitivity of Al foams. In
addition, these results could be valuable for application in
engineering practice and, particularly, in design of

crashworthy structures. From the standpoint of efficient
dissipation of impact energy and damage tolerance of in-
tegral metal/ceramic/glass fibre composites, the use of
AlZnMg foam as the core material is thought to be more
preferable compared to AlSiMg foam.
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